Ancient Echoes
Remastered plus Bonus Tracks

Steven Halpern is the Grammy® nominated
and multi-patinum selling keyboardist, composer,
researcher and author who reawakened and pioneered
the modern use of music as a healing art form.
Through his research, books
and media appearances, Steven
introduced the benefits of
sound healing to holistic medicine and mainstream
audiences worldwide.
A lifelong student of ancient sound healing
traditions, Steven discovered secrets of composing
and recording music that reduces stress and supports the body’s ability to
heal itself more effectively than most traditional classical music.
Keyboard magazine recognized Steven in 2005 as “One of the 30 most
influential artists of the past 30 years...who changed the way we play and
listen to music.”
Halpern’s music is used in leading health and healing centers, corporate
wellness programs, destination spas, schools and homes.
A popular media spokesperson and guest on hundreds of TV and radio
programs, including 48 Hours (CBS), and USA Today, Steven is the
author of Sound Health (Harper & Row, 1985), numerous articles and
a free monthly newsletter since 1985.

Timeless Music for Meditation and Healing

Visit: StevenHalpern.com & YouTube.com/StevenHalpernMusic

Georgia Kelly was classically trained on both piano
and harp. She began composing and performing in
her teens.
In 1978, she founded her own indie label, Heru
Records, and became one of the first wave of
independent artists who helped define the New Age
genre. Although the harp is traditionally associated
with heavenly music, she did not intentionally
compose harp music for healing early in her career.
But positive feedback from listeners encouraged her
to focus more on the relaxing and therapeutic powers
of music.
In the 1980s and ‘90s, she recorded for Global
Pacific, Oreade and Sony Japan, before reactivating
her own label in 1993: www.GeorgiaKelly.com
Georgia’s music has been used in TV, feature films,
and in hospitals and clinics around the world. Several of her albums have
charted in Billboard magazine’s New Age and Classical Cross-Over charts.
Georgia is currently Founder and Ex Director of Praxis Peace Institute,
a peace / education nonprofit organization that has organized conferences
and seminars in the US and Europe. Georgia teaches conflict resolution
skills, and coauthored Uncivil Liberties: Deconstructing Libertarianism.
For info on current activities and future events: www.PraxisPeace.org

A Truly Timeless Recording Session
When Georgia and I met in the recording studio on the full moon
in June, 1978, we had not rehearsed. We had agreed to be in the
moment, and open to the flow of improvisation.
After three hours, as we were saying goodbye, a chant starting to
come up through my vocal chords. No one was more surprised than
me.
I looked at Georgia and the recording engineer and said, “It seems
we’re not done yet.”
I demonstrated the opening note ostinato you hear on the title
track. It was the only specific direction I gave all evening, and
Georgia took off from there.
The next thing I knew I was back in ancient Egypt, receiving a
vision (and I never had received visions in my meditations before)
of being in a ceremony with a number of white-robed participants. I
was chanting the mantra based on the five vowel sounds. I had never
heard this mantra, nor this melody, but it just continued to unfold.
After about five minutes, the experience was over. I looked at
Georgia, she looked at me, and we both said, “What just happened?”
Several years later, that answer was revealed to me. Read the full
story at www.StevenHalpern.com/AncientEchoes

You’ll enjoy these best-selling CDs for meditation & inner peace:

Gifts of the Angels
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9. Ode for Orpheus
10. Karnak
11. Tarashanti
12. Peace for Pythagoras
13. Great Pyramid Invocation
14. Ceremony
15. Oracle at Delphi
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Steven Halpern

Rhodes electric piano, grand piano, flute, synthesizer and vocal invocation
Georgia Kelly: Harp
Co-Composed & Co-Produced by Steven Halpern & Georgia Kelly

Perennials
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Seapeace
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Garden of the Sun

1. Ancient Echoes
2. Dharma Duet (Part 1)
3. Sand Dance 2013
4. Luxor
5. Dharma Duet (Part 2)
6. Crotona
7. Apollo’s Lyre
8. From Eleusis

Tarashanti
GeorgiaKelly.com
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Sound Healing
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Déjà-Blues

Listen to audio samples at:
www.StevenHalpern.com and www.GeorgiaKelly.com
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Inspired by the long tradition of music as a healing art, Ancient Echoes was an
instant hit when first released in 1978. It has become an acknowledged classic in the
New Age genre that Steven Halpern and Georgia Kelly helped pioneer.
Their evocative orchestrations of harp and keyboards are ideal for relaxation, healing,
massage and meditation. The opening invocation, based on the 5 sacred vowel sounds,
‘arrived’ unexpectedly at the end of the recording session. This timeless gift adds a
deeper, ceremonial vibe to the album that audibly connects the past with the present.
★ This 35th anniversary edition has been remastered to provide an even more
luminous sound field than the original vinyl LP, and also includes 3 bonus tracks ★
Steven Halpern is the Grammy®
nominated bestselling composer,
recording artist, and researcher
recognized as the founding father of
modern sound healing.

Georgia Kelly is a classically
trained harpist whose music
has expanded the healing
repertoire of this ancient
instrument.
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Facebook.com/StevenHalpernFanPage
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Halpern & Kelly • Ancient Echoes

“The use of music for spiritual attainment and healing of the soul...was prevalent
in ancient times. Music has been made a pastime, the means of forgetting
God instead of realizing God.” — Hazrat Inayat Khan, Sufi mastet

Halpern & Kelly • Ancient Echoes

“Exquisitely beautiful and relaxing music that can transport you
back in time to the mystery and magic of ancient Egypt or Greece...
or to your own modern oasis of inner peace.” — New Frontier Magazine

